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1. Review by Krzysztof J. Ptasinski 

 

This book is one of most significant contributions in the field of modern engineering thermodynamics. 
Classical equilibrium thermodynamics is from beginning one of the core subjects of chemical engineering 
and widely applied in design of separation processes and chemical reactors. On the other hand, non-
equilibrium thermodynamics is very often considered as an interesting research subject with little 
practical value to the chemical engineer. James Wei, the former president of the American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers and designated one of the Top 30 ‘Eminent Chemical Engineers’, put the question: 
“Where is irreversible thermodynamics applicable and fruitful?” (J. Wei, Ind Eng Chem 58(10): 55-60, 
1966). He concluded that very extensive theoretical development in irreversible thermodynamics 
contrasts with limited applications. Finally James Wei paraphrased President Kennedy: ‘Ask not what we 
can do for Irreversible Thermodynamics; ask what Irreversible Thermodynamics can do for us’. 

In their book the authors give an excellent answer to the above question which is now almost half a 
century old. In this period new applications of non-equilibrium thermodynamics are triggered by need of 
sustainable development what is also one of the principal motivation of this book. In this clearly written 
book the authors present a perfect mix of theory and applications of linear non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics. The book stems from graduate applied thermodynamic courses at the Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway, and the Technical University of Delft, Delft, 
The Netherlands. Both important application aspects of non-equilibrium thermodynamics are discussed, 
namely transport processes and process efficiency. 

The book consists of 10 chapters which this reviewer can group in four parts. The first part, comprising 
Chapters 1 and 2, introduces the reader into linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Chapter 1 ‘Scope’ 
presents the essence and a short historical development of linear non-equilibrium thermodynamics. This 
introduction is continued in Chapter 2 ‘Why non-equilibrium thermodynamics?’ where the relevance of 
this discipline is stressed for transport processes and process (2nd Law) efficiency. 

The second part, comprising Chapters 3 and 4, explains the fundamentals of linear non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics. In Chapter 3 ‘The entropy production of one-dimensional transport processes’ the 



expressions for the entropy balance and production are derived. Chapter 4 ‘Flux equations and transport 
coefficients’ is devoted to linear flux-force relations, Onsager relations, and explanation of fluxes related 
to transport of mass, volume, heat, and charge. 

The third part, containing Chapters 5 through 7, considers the most important for chemical engineering 
physical and chemical phenomena. Chapter 5 ‘Non-isothermal multi-component diffusion’ presents 
systematic discussion of the subject based on Maxwell-Stefan equations. In Chapter 6 ‘Systems with shear 
flow” flow phenomena are discussed in relation to entropy production for stationary pipe flow, 
accompanying by heat flux and chemical reactions. Chapter 7 ‘Chemical reactions’ demonstrates how 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics can be used to describe chemical reactions using the entropy production 
on the mesoscopic scale. 

The last fourth part of the book (Chapters 8 through 10) relates to applications of previously presented 
fundamentals for improvement of thermodynamic efficiency of chemical engineering processes and this 
part is quite unique to current books on applied thermodynamics. Chapter 8 ‘The lost work in aluminum 
electrolysis ‘describes a case study of an industrial process of aluminum electrolysis. The lost work is 
calculated from the entropy production and a map for lost work is presented for the various parts of 
aluminum electrolysis cell, including lost work due to various phenomena, such as charge transfer, heat 
and material losses. Chapters 9 and 10 are devoted to reduction of lost work and finding process path with 
minimum entropy production. These chapters are mainly based on the own research work by the authors 
on Equipartition of Entropy Production (EoEP) and Equipartition of Thermodynamic Forces (EoF). 
Chapter 9 ‘The state of minimum entropy production and optimal control theory’ presents a procedure to 
minimize the entropy production in simple processes subjected to external constrains. The application of 
the theorem of the Equipartition of Entropy Production and Equipartition of Thermodynamic Forces is 
illustrated for two cases: isothermal expansion of an ideal gas and heat exchanger. The purpose of 
Chapter 10 ‘The state of minimum entropy production in selected process units’ is similar to that of 
Chapter 9 but real processes are discussed, namely the plug flow reactor and distillation columns. The 
optimization of these processes is discussed to find paths of operations with minimum entropy production 
what is called by the authors as high-way in state space. The obtained results are concluded with practical 
guidelines for second law efficient design. 

The book contains also an appendix where background material on balance equations, partial 
thermodynamic properties, chemical potential, and driving forces and equilibrium constants is presented. 
Moreover, many examples with solutions illustrate the presented material in each chapter. In the Preface 
the authors suggest this book can be used in the Bachelor or Master programs or for self study in the 
industry. The book requires knowledge of basic thermodynamics corresponding to that presented by well 
knows books by Smith/Van Ness and Moran/Shapiro. However, some material presented in books 
requires more advanced mathematics, which is used in optimal control theory (Hamiltonian operators in 
Chapters 9 and 10). The extension of the appendix with this part of mathematics in the further editions 
should be welcome. 

In summary one can say that ‘Non-equilibrium thermodynamics for engineers” is welcome addition to 
the modern thermodynamics. The book does a good job in several aspects. First of all, it is a good 
organized textbook of fundamental and applied non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Secondly, the book is 
an interesting addition to many traditional chemical engineering courses, particularly transport 
phenomena, separation processes, reactor engineering, and process design. Finally, it formulates scientific 
background for defining process efficiency in chemical end energy engineering as well as urgently needed 
sustainability metrics. 
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